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Introduction
The Emperor watches over his land, using his 
elemental magic to ensure the safety and 
prosperity of his subjects. With the aid of his 
most loyal companion, a Dragon, he has kept 
his borders secure for years. In return, the 
spirit of respect and gratitude from his 
subjects lends him power and helps him focus 
on improving his magical skills.

One day, however, the Emperor senses an 
ancient Evil bubbling up from beneath a 
long-forgotten ruin far to the north. The Evil 
begins to advance toward the Palace, its 
insatiable appetite for destruction drawing it to 
the center of the Emperor’s power. As it 
approaches, it blights the land with Curses, 
sapping the Emperor’s resources.

The Emperor fights back to the best of his 
ability, cleansing the land with his magic and 
slowing the Evil’s advance. The Dragon flies 
far and wide, gathering the elemental essences 
the Emperor requires to power his spells and 
boosting the morale of the villagers so that 
their spirit does not flag in the face of the 

horror threatening to envelop them in 
darkness. The Dragon also contributes gold 
from his personal hoard, which he has divided 
and stashed in secret locations across the 
realm, so that he will never be too far from its 
alluring brilliance.

Through his arcane studies, the Emperor has 
determined that he can summon three Magic 
Items that will combine to defeat the Evil. The 
summoning spells require large quantities of 
the same elements that he needs to prevent the 
blight from consuming his domain. He must 
balance his response to the immediate threat 
of the Curses with the long-term goal of 
putting an end to the Evil once and for all.

In this game, one player acts as the Dragon 
while the other is the Emperor. This is a 
cooperative game, so players are encouraged 
to communicate about strategy and planning. 
The object of the game is to use resources to 
acquire the three Magic Items before Evil 
reaches the Palace or Curses cover too much 
of the land.

Components
1 Rulebook
1 Map
25 Dragon Cards
26 Emperor Cards
24 Evil Cards
3 Magic Item Cards
90 Resource Tokens
15 Curse Tokens
1 Dragon Pawn
1 Evil Pawn
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Terms
Banish: Set a card aside so that it will not 

be used for the remainder of the 
game.

Round: One full Dragon turn, one full 
Emperor turn, and one Refresh.

Supply: The set of Tokens that have not 
been collected by the Dragon or 
placed on the map.

Treasury: The set of Tokens that have been 
collected by the Dragon and are 
available for the players to spend.

Setup
Place the Evil Pawn (black) on the Evil Start 
Hex and the Dragon Pawn (green) on the 
Palace Hex. Place 1 Curse Token on each of 
the 3 Hexes marked with black squares.

Shuffle together all of the Evil Cards and 
place them face down within reach of both 
players to form the Evil Deck. Leave space for 
a discard pile beside the deck.

Separate the Dragon Upgrade Cards (marked 
with a yellow chrysanthemum blossom in 
each upper corner) from the Dragon Basic 
Cards. Separate the Emperor Upgrade Cards 
(marked with a red plum blossom in each 
upper corner) from the Emperor Basic Cards.

Remove the Dragon Basic Card “Benevolent 
Blessing” and the Emperor Basic Cards 
“Study Grimoire.” These cards are for use 
with the Couple Game Variant and the 
Educated Emperor Variant, respectively (page 
4). If not playing with these variants, set the 
cards aside for the remainder of the game.

Determine player order in any fashion the 
players prefer.

Shuffle the Dragon Upgrade Cards and place 
them face down within reach of Player 1. 
Draw the top 3 cards and lay them face up in a 

row next to the deck. Shuffle the Dragon 
Basic Cards and place them face down in front 
of Player 1 as the Dragon Deck. Deal out 4 
cards from the deck to form the first hand.

Shuffle the Emperor Upgrade Cards and place 
them face down within reach of Player 2. 
Draw the top 3 cards and lay them face up in a 
row next to the deck. Shuffle the Emperor 
Basic Cards and place them face down in front 
of Player 2 as the Emperor Deck. Deal out 4 
cards from the deck to form the first hand.

Place the 3 Magic Item Cards with the item 
side up on the outlines beneath the map. (The 
players may check the reverse sides of the 
cards at any time during play.) 

Place 1 Gold Token and 1 Spirit Token in the 
Treasury. Keep the remaining Resource and 
Curse Tokens in piles to form the Supply. The 
Treasury and Supply should be within reach of 
both players.

Rules of Play
Each player’s turn consists of these phases:

1. Evil Advances
2. Action
3. Cleanup

1. Evil Advances
The player draws the top card of the Evil Deck 
and performs the described action. The actions 
are explained in further detail in the Card 
Reference section (page 5).

2. Action
The player may take up to 4 actions (unless 
affected by a card ability), choosing among 
the following for each action:

A. Play a card
Place a card from the hand face up in the play 
area and follow the instructions on the card.

All resources gathered by the Dragon are 
placed into the Treasury, which is a common 
pool shared by both players.

B. Purchase an upgrade
Spend 1 resource (Gold for the Dragon, Spirit 
for the Emperor) and Banish 1 card from the 
hand. Take 1 of the face up Upgrade Cards 
(marked with a chrysanthemum blossom for 
the Dragon or a plum blossom for the 
Emperor) and add it to the player’s discard 
pile. Take the top card of the Upgrade Deck 
and lay it face up to replace the purchased 
card. 

C. Reset upgrades
Discard 1 card from the hand to Banish all 3 
face up Upgrade Cards and replace them with 
3 new cards from the top of the corresponding 
Upgrade Deck.

D. Move Dragon Pawn
The Dragon may discard 1 card from the hand 
in order to move the Dragon Pawn up to 3 
spaces. Movement does not have to be in a 
straight line. The Emperor may discard 1 card 
from the hand in order to move the Dragon 
Pawn 1 space.

The Dragon Pawn can be placed on a Cursed 
Hex, and it can share the same Hex as the Evil 
Pawn if necessary.

E. Use a Magic Item
Discard 1 card from the hand to activate a 
Magic Item in the Treasury. After using the 
ability, turn the card so that the ability side is 

facing down to mark that the ability has been 
used. The same Magic Item can only be used 
once per Round, but different Magic Items can 
be used as different actions.

The Emperor may use resources from the 
Treasury at any time during his Action phase 
to purchase a Magic Item. The Emperor 
returns to the Supply the resources matching 
the Magic Item’s cost, then takes the 
corresponding Magic Item card from the map 
and places it in the Treasury with the ability 
side facing up. 

Purchasing a Magic Item is considered a free 
action and does not count against the allowed 
4 actions.

3. Cleanup
Place all cards that have been played and all 
cards remaining in the hand into the player’s 
discard pile. Draw 4 new cards.

If the player needs to draw and the deck has 
been depleted, shuffle the discard pile and turn 
it face down as the new deck.

Refresh
After both players have finished their turns, 
the players perform a Refresh by turning any 
activated Magic Items in the Treasury so that 
the ability side is facing up. This ends the 
Round.

Ending the Game
The players win immediately if the Emperor 
purchases all three Magic Items.

The players lose immediately if one of the 
following occurs:
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1. The Evil Pawn reaches the Palace Hex.

2. A player needs to place a Curse Token but 
there are none left in the Supply.

Variants
The following variants can be used 
individually or combined as the players wish.

Full Deck Variant
Take one “Move Forward” card out of the Evil 
Deck before Setup. After shuffling the Evil 
Deck, replace the “Move Forward” card on 
the bottom of the deck. This ensures that the 
Evil Pawn will not reach the Palace Hex until 
the last card is drawn.

Couple Game Variant
During Setup, replace any Dragon Basic Card 
with the optional card “Benevolent Blessing.” 
The Dragon Pawn must be located on the 
Palace Hex to play this card.

When the Dragon plays this card, the Dragon 
must kiss the Emperor. This doubles the 
effects of all the Emperor’s actions for the 
remainder of the Round. The Emperor adores 
his faithful companion, and this represents the 
renewed energy he experiences at this sign of 
the Dragon’s devotion.

Forewarned Is Forearmed Variant
During Setup, add 1 Stone Token, Water 
Token, or Wood Token (players’ choice) to the 
Treasury.

For an even easier game, add 1 each of the
Stone, Water, and Wood Tokens to the 

Treasury, for a total of 3 extra Tokens.

Educated Emperor Variant
During Setup, replace both “Suppress Evil” 
cards with the optional “Study Grimoire” 
cards.

“Study Grimoire” may be played identically to 
“Suppress Evil.” However, the Emperor may 
instead choose to Banish the “Study 
Grimoire” card in exchange for taking a face 
up Upgrade Card into the hand.

This replaces the standard “Purchase an 
upgrade” action. No Spirit Token is needed. 
The acquired Upgrade Card can be played 
immediately, if the Emperor still has at least 1  
action remaining.

Short Game Variant
During Setup, remove the 3 cards marked with 
purple bellflower blossoms in the upper 
corners from the Evil Deck. This allows the 
Evil Pawn to reach the Palace Hex in fewer 
turns.

Hand Limit Variant
If 3 or more Curse Tokens are placed on Stash 
Hexes, the Dragon can only draw 3 cards and 
take 3 actions each turn, until the number of 
Cursed Stash Hexes returns to 2. This 
represents the Dragon’s loss of morale at 
seeing his precious treasure tainted by blight.

If 3 or more Curse Tokens are placed on 
Village Hexes, the Emperor can only draw 3 
cards and take 3 actions each turn, until the 
number returns to 2. This represents the 
Emperor’s loss of power due to the 
devastation and despair of his subjects.
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When the Dragon plays this card, the Dragon 
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Educated Emperor Variant
During Setup, replace both “Suppress Evil” 
cards with the optional “Study Grimoire” 
cards.

“Study Grimoire” may be played identically to 
“Suppress Evil.” However, the Emperor may 
instead choose to Banish the “Study 
Grimoire” card in exchange for taking a face 
up Upgrade Card into the hand.

This replaces the standard “Purchase an 
upgrade” action. No Spirit Token is needed. 
The acquired Upgrade Card can be played 
immediately, if the Emperor still has at least 1  
action remaining.

Short Game Variant
During Setup, remove the 3 cards marked with 
purple bellflower blossoms in the upper 
corners from the Evil Deck. This allows the 
Evil Pawn to reach the Palace Hex in fewer 
turns.

Hand Limit Variant
If 3 or more Curse Tokens are placed on Stash 
Hexes, the Dragon can only draw 3 cards and 
take 3 actions each turn, until the number of 
Cursed Stash Hexes returns to 2. This 
represents the Dragon’s loss of morale at 
seeing his precious treasure tainted by blight.

If 3 or more Curse Tokens are placed on 
Village Hexes, the Emperor can only draw 3 
cards and take 3 actions each turn, until the 
number returns to 2. This represents the 
Emperor’s loss of power due to the 
devastation and despair of his subjects.
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If the entire Upgrade Deck has 
been purchased or Banished, no 
more cards can be drawn as 
replacements.

The same action can be chosen 
multiple times.
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the bottom of the deck. This ensures that the 
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Couple Game Variant
During Setup, replace any Dragon Basic Card 
with the optional card “Benevolent Blessing.” 
The Dragon Pawn must be located on the 
Palace Hex to play this card.

When the Dragon plays this card, the Dragon 
must kiss the Emperor. This doubles the 
effects of all the Emperor’s actions for the 
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Educated Emperor Variant
During Setup, replace both “Suppress Evil” 
cards with the optional “Study Grimoire” 
cards.

“Study Grimoire” may be played identically to 
“Suppress Evil.” However, the Emperor may 
instead choose to Banish the “Study 
Grimoire” card in exchange for taking a face 
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This replaces the standard “Purchase an 
upgrade” action. No Spirit Token is needed. 
The acquired Upgrade Card can be played 
immediately, if the Emperor still has at least 1  
action remaining.

Short Game Variant
During Setup, remove the 3 cards marked with 
purple bellflower blossoms in the upper 
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turns.

Hand Limit Variant
If 3 or more Curse Tokens are placed on Stash 
Hexes, the Dragon can only draw 3 cards and 
take 3 actions each turn, until the number of 
Cursed Stash Hexes returns to 2. This 
represents the Dragon’s loss of morale at 
seeing his precious treasure tainted by blight.

If 3 or more Curse Tokens are placed on 
Village Hexes, the Emperor can only draw 3 
cards and take 3 actions each turn, until the 
number returns to 2. This represents the 
Emperor’s loss of power due to the 
devastation and despair of his subjects.
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The variants below adjust the 
difficulty to make the game slightly 
easier.

The variants below make the game 
more complex or challenging.



Card Reference
Evil Cards

When placing a Curse Token, it must be 
placed on a Hex that does not already have a 
Curse Token. There can never be more than 
one Curse Token on a single Hex.

Curse Tokens can never be placed on the Evil 
Start Hex or the Palace Hex.

Curse Land
There are two kinds of “Curse Land” cards. 
Refer to the action icon to determine the 
proper placement of the Curse Token.

Add 1 Curse Token to a 
Hex bordering a Cursed 
Hex.

If a Curse Token is 
supposed to be placed 

bordering a Cursed Hex, but there are no 
Cursed Hexes available, place the Token on a 
Hex bordering the Evil Pawn.

Add 1 Curse Token to a Hex 
with a black star.

If a Curse Token is supposed 
to be placed on a Hex marked 

with a black star, and every such Hex already 
contains a Curse Token, do not place the new 
Curse Token.

Curse Forest/Lake/Mountain/Stash/Village
Add 1 Curse Token to each of 3 Hexes of the 
type indicated by the card.

Move Forward
Move the Evil Pawn forward 1 Hex and add 3 
Curse Tokens as close as possible to the Evil 
Pawn’s new location. 

When moving the Evil Pawn, it must move in 
a straight line toward the Palace Hex. The Evil 
Pawn can be placed on a Cursed Hex. It can 
also share a Hex with the Dragon Pawn.

Follow all rules for placing Curse Tokens. If 
there is already a Curse Token on the same 
Hex as the Evil Pawn, place the Curse Tokens 
on adjacent Hexes, working outward until all 
3 Curse Tokens have been placed.

Teleport Dragon
Move the Dragon Pawn to the Evil Start Hex.

Entrap Wings
The Dragon’s wings are magically bound. The 
Dragon cannot move the Dragon Pawn until 
the spell is broken by the Emperor taking the 
Move Dragon Pawn action. (The “Teleport 
Dragon” card still functions normally.)

Dragon Cards

Breathe Fire
Collect the indicated number of Fire Tokens 
from the Supply and add to the Treasury.

Gather Stone/Water/Wood
Collect the indicated number of Tokens of the 
type shown on the card from the Supply and 
add to the Treasury. The Dragon Pawn must 
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Always place each Curse Token on 
the Hex with the lowest number 
that satisfies all other requirements.

be located on a Hex that matches the resource 
type.

Raid Stash
Collect 1 Gold Token from the Supply and add 
to the Treasury. The Dragon Pawn must be 
located on a Stash Hex.

Raise Spirit
Collect 1 Spirit Token from the Supply and 
add to the Treasury. The Dragon Pawn must 
be located on a Village Hex.

Amass Fortune
Convert 1 Gold Token from the Treasury into 
2 Gold Tokens by adding a second from the 
Supply.

Inspire Support
Convert 1 Spirit Token from the Treasury into 
2 Spirit Tokens by adding a second from the 
Supply.

Cleanse Stash
Remove the Curse Token from any Cursed 
Stash Hex.

Cleanse Village
Remove the Curse Token from any Cursed 
Village Hex.

Emperor Cards

Cleanse Land
Remove 1 Curse Token from either a Cursed 
Mountain Hex, Cursed Lake Hex, or Cursed 
Forest Hex.

If the card being played is an Emperor Basic 
Card, the Emperor must pay for this action by 
returning one resource from the Treasury to 
the Supply. This is indicated by the following 
icon:

A Stone Token is required to cleanse a Cursed 
Mountain Hex, a Water Token is required to 
cleanse a Cursed Lake Hex, and a Wood 
Token is required to cleanse a Cursed Forest 
Hex. A Fire Token can replace Stone, Water, 
or Wood for the purpose of cleansing.

If the card being played is an Emperor 
Upgrade Card, no payment is necessary.

Suppress Evil
Place the “Suppress Evil” card on top of the 
Evil Deck. Draw the card in the next Evil 
Advances phase instead of an Evil Card and 
place it in the Emperor’s discard pile. 

Both “Suppress Evil” cards can be played
during the same turn.

Repeat History
Take 1 card from any discard pile and place it 
on top of its corresponding draw deck.

Repay Loyalty
The Dragon draws 1 additional card 
immediately and may use 1 additional action 
on the next turn, for a total of 5 actions.

Scry Future
Look at the top 3 Evil Cards and replace them 
on top of the Evil Deck in any order.

Transmute Resource
Convert any 1 Stone, Water, or Wood Token 
from the Treasury into any combination of 2 
Stone, Water, or Wood Tokens by exchanging 
with the Supply. The 2 Tokens do not have to 
be the same.

Gold, Spirit, Stone, Water, and 
Wood cannot be gathered from a 
Cursed Hex, but the Dragon can 
still use Breathe Fire when the 
Dragon Pawn is on a Cursed Hex.



Card Reference
Evil Cards

When placing a Curse Token, it must be 
placed on a Hex that does not already have a 
Curse Token. There can never be more than 
one Curse Token on a single Hex.

Curse Tokens can never be placed on the Evil 
Start Hex or the Palace Hex.

Curse Land
There are two kinds of “Curse Land” cards. 
Refer to the action icon to determine the 
proper placement of the Curse Token.

Add 1 Curse Token to a 
Hex bordering a Cursed 
Hex.

If a Curse Token is 
supposed to be placed 

bordering a Cursed Hex, but there are no 
Cursed Hexes available, place the Token on a 
Hex bordering the Evil Pawn.

Add 1 Curse Token to a Hex 
with a black star.

If a Curse Token is supposed 
to be placed on a Hex marked 

with a black star, and every such Hex already 
contains a Curse Token, do not place the new 
Curse Token.

Curse Forest/Lake/Mountain/Stash/Village
Add 1 Curse Token to each of 3 Hexes of the 
type indicated by the card.

Move Forward
Move the Evil Pawn forward 1 Hex and add 3 
Curse Tokens as close as possible to the Evil 
Pawn’s new location. 

When moving the Evil Pawn, it must move in 
a straight line toward the Palace Hex. The Evil 
Pawn can be placed on a Cursed Hex. It can 
also share a Hex with the Dragon Pawn.

Follow all rules for placing Curse Tokens. If 
there is already a Curse Token on the same 
Hex as the Evil Pawn, place the Curse Tokens 
on adjacent Hexes, working outward until all 
3 Curse Tokens have been placed.

Teleport Dragon
Move the Dragon Pawn to the Evil Start Hex.

Entrap Wings
The Dragon’s wings are magically bound. The 
Dragon cannot move the Dragon Pawn until 
the spell is broken by the Emperor taking the 
Move Dragon Pawn action. (The “Teleport 
Dragon” card still functions normally.)

Dragon Cards

Breathe Fire
Collect the indicated number of Fire Tokens 
from the Supply and add to the Treasury.

Gather Stone/Water/Wood
Collect the indicated number of Tokens of the 
type shown on the card from the Supply and 
add to the Treasury. The Dragon Pawn must 

be located on a Hex that matches the resource 
type.

Raid Stash
Collect 1 Gold Token from the Supply and add 
to the Treasury. The Dragon Pawn must be 
located on a Stash Hex.

Raise Spirit
Collect 1 Spirit Token from the Supply and 
add to the Treasury. The Dragon Pawn must 
be located on a Village Hex.

Amass Fortune
Convert 1 Gold Token from the Treasury into 
2 Gold Tokens by adding a second from the 
Supply.

Inspire Support
Convert 1 Spirit Token from the Treasury into 
2 Spirit Tokens by adding a second from the 
Supply.

Cleanse Stash
Remove the Curse Token from any Cursed 
Stash Hex.

Cleanse Village
Remove the Curse Token from any Cursed 
Village Hex.

Emperor Cards

Cleanse Land
Remove 1 Curse Token from either a Cursed 
Mountain Hex, Cursed Lake Hex, or Cursed 
Forest Hex.

If the card being played is an Emperor Basic 
Card, the Emperor must pay for this action by 
returning one resource from the Treasury to 
the Supply. This is indicated by the following 
icon:

A Stone Token is required to cleanse a Cursed 
Mountain Hex, a Water Token is required to 
cleanse a Cursed Lake Hex, and a Wood 
Token is required to cleanse a Cursed Forest 
Hex. A Fire Token can replace Stone, Water, 
or Wood for the purpose of cleansing.

If the card being played is an Emperor 
Upgrade Card, no payment is necessary.

Suppress Evil
Place the “Suppress Evil” card on top of the 
Evil Deck. Draw the card in the next Evil 
Advances phase instead of an Evil Card and 
place it in the Emperor’s discard pile. 

Both “Suppress Evil” cards can be played
during the same turn.

Repeat History
Take 1 card from any discard pile and place it 
on top of its corresponding draw deck.

Repay Loyalty
The Dragon draws 1 additional card 
immediately and may use 1 additional action 
on the next turn, for a total of 5 actions.

Scry Future
Look at the top 3 Evil Cards and replace them 
on top of the Evil Deck in any order.

Transmute Resource
Convert any 1 Stone, Water, or Wood Token 
from the Treasury into any combination of 2 
Stone, Water, or Wood Tokens by exchanging 
with the Supply. The 2 Tokens do not have to 
be the same.

Players may look through any 
discard pile at any time.
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Magic Item Cards

Cleansing Chalice
Choose 1 of the 3 available face up Upgrade
Cards and play it. Replace the played card
with a card from its corresponding deck.

During the Cleanup phase, the played Upgrade
Card is Banished.

Flaming Sword
Move the Dragon Pawn to any Hex.

Spirit Shield
Play 1 card from the other player’s hand.

During the Cleanup phase, the card is
discarded to its appropriate discard pile and
the player from whom the card was borrowed
draws 1 card to replace it.
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Map Reference
Evil Start Hex
This marks the location 
of an ancient ruin in the 
far northern reaches of 
the realm. Little is known 
of the civilization that 
once flourished there. 

Legend says that the inhabitants took 
advantage of a conflux of mystical energy in 
the region to enhance their lives, but that 
eventually their dabbling went too far and 
caused their downfall.

Perhaps a great wizard was corrupted by his 
desire for power. Perhaps a demon lord was 
summoned through a rift from a nether 
dimension. Perhaps a ravening spirit was 
called back from the afterlife and sought 
revenge on the natural world for its torment. 
Speculation abounds among arcane scholars, 
but the true identity of the Evil their society 
created was lost in the mists of time.

As their civilization fell, a few elemental 
mages used the last of their power to entrap 
the Evil force in an underground chamber. 
However, the magical bonds could not hold 
the dark ravager forever...

Palace Hex
This is the location of the 
Emperor’s Palace. He 
spends most of his time 
within its walls, devoting 
his attention to improving 

his magical abilities to better protect his land 
and its people from anything that seeks to 
threaten their safety. He relies on the loyal 
Dragon to bring him reports of what is 
happening in the realm and carry messages out 
to the populace.

Forest Hex/Lake Hex/Mountain Hex
The Emperor’s domain is rich in areas of 
pristine natural resources.

Stash Hex
The Dragon has 
accumulated a large 
fortune, partly inherited 
from his ancestors, but 
also built up due to his 

own thrifty personality. He keeps his hoard of 
gold hidden in various locations scattered 
across the land. He enjoys visiting it during 
his travels and reveling in the beauty of his 
treasure.

Village Hex
The Emperor’s subjects 
have lives filled with 
peace and prosperity, 
thanks to the strength and 
wisdom of their ruler. 

They are an agrarian people, relying on 
farming to provide for themselves. With the 
Emperor’s magic protecting the borders, they 
have no need to practice warfare.

Although the villagers have faith in their ruler, 
it can sometimes be difficult to maintain that 
faith in a figure who remains largely unseen, 
particularly when the people are confronted 
with unexpected hardship. For this reason, the 
Dragon often visits the villages to represent 
the Emperor and bring messages of 
encouragement and inspiration. This raises the 
villagers’ spirits and keeps their morale high, 
even in the face of a devastating supernatural 
threat.
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